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Foreword
This special volume contains extended versions of articles selected from the 1997
ACM Sigplan Symposium on Partial Evaluation and Semantics-Based Program Manipu-
lation (PEPM’97). Seven articles were accepted for this volume after a strict reviewing
process.
These articles reect the research activity in the eld of Partial Evaluation and
Semantics-Based Program Manipulation: the problems are practically motivated and
the contributions range from theoretical studies to applications.
The rst article of this special volume is devoted to a key program analysis for o-
line partial evaluation. This form of specialization is typically divided into two stages.
Given a program and a description of its input (static=dynamic), the rst stage, known
as the binding-time analysis, determines what computations can be performed at spe-
cialization time and which ones need to be reconstructed in the specialized program.
The second phase exploits the analysis information to perform reductions and construct
the specialized program. The accuracy of the binding-time analysis is critical because it
determines the degree of specialization of a program. Luke Hornof and Jacques Noye
present a very accurate binding-time analysis for imperative languages: it is ow, con-
trol and return sensitive. They describe the analysis using a data ow framework, and
explain why the features of the analysis are essential to enable successful specialization
of realistic software systems.
The topic of program analysis is further explored by David Melski and Thomas Reps.
Their article describes an equivalence between set-contraint problems and context-free-
language reachability problems. The authors give reductions from each problem to
the other. Not only do these reductions show that the problems are equivalent in
expressibility, but the reductions are ecient enough that they preserve the asymptotic
time complexity of the solutions.
In the third article of this collection of papers, Rogardt Heldal and John Hughes
present a partial evaluator that can specialize a program with respect to a portion of
its static data, instead of the complete static data. They give a complete description
of the binding-time analysis and the specializer. The technique is illustrated using
two examples: an interpreter for a simple module-based machine-code language, and a
matcher of LL(1) grammar rules.
Recently, researchers have actively investigated run-time forms of partial evaluation.
Brian Grant et al. report on new advances on this topic. They introduce an approach
to run-time partial evaluation guided by annotations. These annotations are aimed at
controlling key transformation strategies. Annotations can either be directly used by
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programmers or generated by tools. The authors present the design of their run-time
partial evaluator, describe the proposed user-annotations, and dene an analysis, similar
to a binding-time analysis, which exploits these annotations.
The maturity of the eld of partial evaluation makes it possible for tools to tar-
get more and more ambitious applications. Gilles Muller, Eugen-Nicolae Volanschi
and Renaud Marlet report on such application; they used their partial evaluator of C
programs, named Tempo, to substantially optimize the Remotre Procedure Call proto-
col developed by Sun. Their short contribution gives the main issues in specializing
this system fragment. More specically, they examine the program analysis features
required to successfully specialize this program and illustrate them using Tempo.
The system previously described perform specialization based on the results of an
analysis. Another approach consists of introducing notations to a language to allow the
programmer to directly express computations which produce program fragments to be
run into the program itself. Walid Taha and Tim Sheard propose such notations for
Standard ML to compute program fragments at multiple stages. Their work is based
on Lisp’s backquote, comma, and eval mechanisms. Because this extension is dened
in the context of a typed language, program pieces can be constructed, combined, and
executed in a type-safe manner.
For simplicity, partial evaluators of procedural programs often operate on a set of
recursive equations. This approach requires the block structure to be eliminated from
the source program by a pre-processing phase. To do so, a well-known transformation,
called lambda-lifting, can be performed. However, the specialized program is also in the
form of recursive equations, which may contain many parameters to be carried around.
These extra parameters impede program readability and may lead to inecient compiled
code. Olivier Danvy and Ulrik P. Schultz present a new program transformation, named
lambda-dropping, aimed at restoring the block structure and lexical scope of procedural
programs. This transformation has the inverse eect of lambda-lifting.
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